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Rotavirus (RV) is a major vaccine-preventable killer of
young children worldwide. Two RV vaccines are globally
commercially available and other vaccines are in different
stages of development. Due to the absence of a suitable
correlate of protection (CoP), all RV vaccine efficacy trials have
had clinical endpoints. These trials represent an important
challenge since RV vaccines have to be introduced in many
different settings, placebo-controlled studies are unethical
due to the availability of licensed vaccines, and comparator
assessments for new vaccines with clinical endpoints are very
large, complex, and expensive to conduct. A CoP as a
surrogate endpoint would allow predictions of vaccine
efficacy for new RV vaccines and enable a regulatory
pathway, contributing to the more rapid development of new
RV vaccines. The goal of this review is to summarize
experiences from RV natural infection and vaccine studies to
evaluate potential CoP for use as surrogate endpoints for
assessment of new RV vaccines, and to explore challenges
and opportunities in the field.

Introduction

Rotavirus (RV) is a major vaccine-preventable killer of
young children, contributing to a significant number of hospi-
talizations and acute, severe watery episodes every day in thou-
sands of young children.1 Two RV vaccines are commercially

available globally (Rotarix�, GlaxoSmithKlein Biologicals, Rix-
ensart, Belgium; RotaTeq�, Merck Research, Pennsylvania,
USA), have been WHO pre-qualified, and are being introduced
in many countries worldwide. A new RV vaccine, RotaVacTM

(Bharat Biotech International Ltd, Hyderabad, India) has
recently been licensed in India based on good safety and effi-
cacy data2 although it is not yet WHO pre-qualified for the
GAVI market.

Due to the absence of a suitable correlate of protection
(CoP), all RV vaccine efficacy (VE) trials have had a clinical
endpoint (pathogen-specific morbidity and/or mortality).
These trials represent an important challenge since RV vac-
cines have to be introduced in many different settings, pla-
cebo-controlled studies are unethical, and comparator
assessments for new vaccines with clinical endpoints are very
large, complex, and expensive to conduct. The consideration
of a CoP as a surrogate endpoint would allow predictions of
VE for new live, oral RV vaccines and enable a regulatory
pathway, contributing to the more rapid development of new
generation of RV vaccines, and support for guiding vaccina-
tion policies and regulatory decisions.

Natural RV infection does not generate sterilizing immu-
nity, thus, reasonable goals of vaccination are to decrease or
eliminate severe disease in children, but not to prevent infec-
tion. For this reason, the clinical endpoint for RV vaccines tri-
als has been prevention of gastroenteritis (GE) and mainly
severe RV disease. Other important endpoints include preven-
tion of infection by specific strains of RV, hospitalization, and
death due to RV.

The goal of this review is to summarize experiences from natu-
ral infection and vaccine studies to evaluate potential immune
markers for use as surrogate endpoints for clinical assessment of
new RV vaccines, and to explore challenges and opportunities in
the field. Several reviews3-6 have summarized multiple aspects of
RV immunity and potential CoP for RV vaccines. Here, we will
only concentrate on the issues most directly related to the
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identification of CoP for RV vaccines, and, in particular, those
related to the Rotarix� (RV1) and RotaTeq� (RV5), the com-
mercially available RV vaccines used worldwide.

Definitions and Methods for Evaluating CoP

Definitions
Both definitions of general “clinical trial endpoints” and of

CoP seem important in the context of this discussion:

Clinical trial endpoints
In clinical trials, the clinical endpoint is described as: “a char-

acteristic or variable that reflects how a patient feels or functions,
or how long a patient survives”,7 which serves as the target out-
come of the study. In contrast, a “Surrogate Endpoint” is: “a bio-
marker intended to substitute for a clinical endpoint”.7 The
latter “is expected to predict clinical benefit (or harm, or lack of
benefit or harm) based on epidemiologic, therapeutic, pathophys-
iologic, or other scientific evidence”.7 Fleming et al.8 proposed
the following hierarchy for clinical trial endpoints:

Level 1: a true clinical-efficacy measure;
Level 2: a validated surrogate endpoint;
Level 3: a non-validated surrogate endpoint, yet one established

to be “reasonably likely to predict clinical benefit;"
Level 4: a correlate that is a measure of biological activity but that

has not been established to be at a higher level.

Correlates of protection
The terminology in the literature describing the substitution

of biological parameters for clinical endpoints in VE trials is het-
erogeneous.9 Importantly, it is necessary to clarify the level of
empirical support existing for a CoP.10 Recently, Plotkin and
Gilbert proposed the following new terminology, that adjusts
very well to RV vaccines11:

1. CoP: an immune marker statistically correlated with VE
(equivalently predictive of VE) that may or may not be a
mechanistic causal agent of protection. In other words, indi-
viduals having better results for the biological marker are
inclined to have better results for the clinical efficacy
endpoint.8

2. Mechanistic CoP: a CoP mechanistic and causally responsible
for the observed protection.

3. Non-mechanistic CoP: a CoP that is not a mechanistic causal
agent of protection.

4. Absolute CoP: A quantity of a specific immune response to a
vaccine that always provides near 100% protection.12

5. Relative CoP: A quantity of a specific immune response to a
vaccine that usually (but not always) provides protection.12

For a Level 2 endpoint for vaccine trials (ie. a validated CoP),
it is ideal to use a mechanistic CoP, which guarantees that any
change affecting the biomarker will, in fact, affect the clinical
endpoint. When using a non-mechanistic CoP this direct rela-
tionship may or may not exist.8 When a mechanistic CoP is

used, any improvement in the vaccine formulation that is accom-
panied by an improvement in the mechanistic CoP will guarantee
an improvement of the clinical endpoint. For these reasons, the
efforts should concentrate in the identification of a mechanistic
CoP.

However, from the immunological point of view, we agree
with Follman13 when he states: “Strictly speaking, one cannot
know whether the measured immune responses, or other unmea-
sured vaccine-induced changes, are actually responsible for an
efficacious vaccine.” Chan et al.14 highlight a practical conse-
quence for this fact: “While the concept of a CoP usually refers
to establishing a protective level of antibody titer, identifying a
clear-cut value is often impossible because VE is not related solely
to the antibody titer”.

Methods for investigating vaccine CoP
The methods for investigating vaccine CoP depend on the

type of pathogen the vaccine is intended to protect from.10 RV
belongs to the group of pathogens for which individuals can
undergo multiple re-infections, and an immunological parameter
may vary in both unvaccinated and vaccinated subjects, so that it
can be evaluated as a CoP analyzing both types of participants in
a vaccine trial.10 Consequently, we will concentrate in the statisti-
cal models that apply to this type of pathogens.

For VE trials the relevant statistical question is how to model
and validate the relationship between immune assay values (very
frequently antibody levels) and protection from disease.15 Dis-
cussions in the literature on this subject have been frequently
based on postulates for evaluating surrogate trial endpoints pro-
posed in 1989 by Prentice.8,10,16,17 Prentice’s first condition is
that a valid surrogate endpoint must be correlated with the true
clinical endpoint.17 Most candidates for CoP fulfill this condi-
tion.10 However, even at this first level of surrogacy there are
important challenges: management of potential measurement
errors of the putative CoP, time variations of the CoP, and devel-
opment of an efficient sampling design that adequately incorpo-
rates participant covariate information.18 Prentice’s second
condition is very restrictive: the surrogate endpoint needs to fully
capture the treatment’s “net effect” on the true clinical endpoint.
This means that if the value of the CoP for an individual is iden-
tified, knowledge of treatment provides no additional prognostic
information.16 Thus, only true mechanistic CoP fulfills this con-
dition. For this reason, Freedman et al.19 introduced the notion
of ‘proportion explained’, which is the proportion of the treat-
ment effect mediated by the surrogate. However, some authors
are skeptical about this type of analysis.9,20

Statistical analyses for individual VE trials
In numerous vaccine studies, a threshold level of an immune

assay above which subjects do not develop disease have been
identified.15 Individuals who achieve the threshold after vaccina-
tion are considered protected. Associations between protection
and a minimal threshold antibody titer are usually analyzed using
the Chi-square test (x2) or Fisher’s exact test. Another approach
is to use a minimal protective threshold antibody titer as a cate-
gorical variable in a logistic regression model. In studies where
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both unvaccinated and vaccinated subjects can be evaluated, VE
calculated with a clinical endpoint is compared to VE estimated
with an immunological endpoint (VEI).21 For the clinical end-
point: VE D 1 – (ARV/ARU), where ARV is the attack rate in
vaccinated individuals and ARU is the attack rate in unvaccinated
individuals. Similarly, VEI D 1¡ (Iv < CO)/(Iu < CO), where
(Iv < CO) and (Iu < CO) indicate the probabilities that vacci-
nated and unvaccinated individuals have less than the cutoff
(CO) level of the immune parameter (I), respectively. In other
words, the relative risk of disease equals the relative risk of having
antibodies less than the CO. In this analysis it is important that
at the different titers of I, the probability of infection be the same
in vaccine and placebo recipients, indicating that I functions
equally in both groups.

Some limitations of the threshold model, as presented by A.J.
Dunning,15 are: 1) The relationship between assay values and the
occurrence of disease below the threshold level is frequently not
specified. In this case, the rate of disease among individuals with
low immune assay values may be more strongly associated with
the risk of exposure and disease prevalence rates, variables not
taken into account in the threshold model. Thus, the model does
not provide a suitable method for fully predicting VE. 2) Subjects
with assay values above a chosen threshold will occasionally
develop disease. Taking into account these issues, models for cal-
culating titer-specific rates of disease22 or that complete the
unspecified part of the threshold model15 have been developed.
Logistic regression is also used to quantify the relationship
between different immune assay values and the occurrence of dis-
ease.10,23-25 Such analysis for example would provide for RV vac-
cines the likelihood of not having a RV associated-GE with each
1 log increase in antibody titer.

Meta-analytic models for combining information from multiple
studies

Ideally, a CoP should be equally useful for multiple vaccines
and/or different settings. Various meta-analytical models are used
to validate CoP for this purpose.9,26,27 Of note, it is generally rec-
ommended that before performing the meta-analysis the candidate
CoP be recognized as such at the individual trial level.10

Experiences with Other Vaccines

There are existing models where surrogate CoP have been uti-
lized and which are informative to this discussion.

Influenza virus vaccines
Support for the use of serum haemagglutination inhibition

(HAI) titers as a surrogate endpoint for influenza VE has been
constructed over time. In the first efficacy trials of an inactivated
influenza vaccine, the authors found that higher HAI titers were
associated with protection in both vaccinated and unvaccinated
individuals.28 Subsequent studies29,30 also demonstrated that HAI
antibody was a major determinant of protection, and in further
studies, HAI titers of 40–60 prior to infection were clearly associ-
ated with protection from infection.31,32 Of note, these reports

were prior to the publication of Prentice referenced above.17 How-
ever, Qin et al.10,18 reanalyzed the data from the first influenza
vaccine trial28 for observed and predicted strain-specific infection
incidences from logistic regression fits of the log2 titers of strain
specific antibodies. They found that, measurement of titers of anti-
body to Weiss strain A, but not to PR8 strain A, satisfied the Pren-
tice criterion as a perfect surrogate endpoint: it fully captures the
treatment’s “net effect” on the true clinical endpoint.10

More recently, the current policy, requiring new influenza vac-
cines to induce serum HAI titres �40 in the majority of vaccinees,
was supported by a meta-analysis of clinical data.33 However,
higher levels of HAI titers apply for children34 and experts have
highlighted several unsolved issues in the field.35,36 Also, extrapola-
tion to pandemic influenza of the CoP for seasonal influenza is
not recommended, because it is thought that protection against
the former type of virus reflects the sum of various immune
responses, including antibody and cell-mediated responses.37

Meningococcal vaccines
Meningococcal serogroup C (MenC) conjugate vaccines are

highly immunogenic, and generate functional antibodies as mea-
sured by the serum bactericidal assay (SBA).38 Studies during the
1960s showed that adults with naturally acquired SBA titers
�1:4 (using human serum as exogenous complement source)
were protected from MenC disease.39 The United Kingdom
Medicines Control Agency therefore accepted estimations of
MenC VE based on immunogenicity using the SBA.38 Later on,
the SBA was improved using rabbit serum (rSAB) as an exoge-
nous complement source.38 rSBA titres of <1:8 were predictive
of susceptibility to invasive meningococcal disease, and titres of
�1:128 were predictive of short-term protection. Besides, it was
proposed that for children with rSBA titers between 8 and 64,
mostly toddlers, additional serological criteria would be required
for the presumption of protection (see below).38 Since the major-
ity of toddlers met the additional criteria, Andrews et al.21 used
postlicensure surveillance data to identify the rSBA threshold
level to predict protection at different ages. The authors com-
pared the results of VE calculated with clinical endpoint vs VEI,
as described above. They found that rSBA titres of �1:8 were
predictive of short-term protection for toddlers.21

Pneumococcal conjugate vaccine
WHO sponsored a consultation in 2002 to provide guidance

for evaluation of new pneumococcal conjugate vaccines based on
serological criteria.40 At the time, there was no clear agreement
on the concentration of antibody that could be used to predict
VE. This situation is very similar to the present one in the RV
vaccines field, where a CoP is needed to help guide new RV vac-
cines development and clinical evaluation. The first step was to
choose a surrogate endpoint for VE trials, and participants agreed
that a single primary immunological endpoint was sufficient for
registration of new vaccines. IgG antibody concentrations, as
measured by ELISA 4 weeks after a 3-dose priming series,
appeared to be the best parameter to use as the primary criteria,
because: “1) IgG is the desired type of immune response; 2) the
methodology for measuring this parameter was validated in
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infants; 3) a bridge to efficacy data had been established and, 4) a
cross-laboratory standardization process had been completed”.40

The IgG quantified by ELISA is a surrogate measurement for the
likely protective activity (bactericidal or opsonic antibody),
hence, it is a non-mechanistic CoP.

Next, they proposed that a single antibody threshold level
would be determined through an analysis pooling data from the
efficacy trials, with invasive disease endpoints, that were available.
In addition, it was proposed that the percentage of responders
should be used as the criteria to determine non-inferiority of a
new vaccine. After the analysis of 3 double-blind controlled VE
trials, a concentration of IgG anti-capsular polysaccharide anti-
bodies measured by ELISA � 0.35 mg/ml was adopted as the
protective threshold for all pneumococcal serotypes.41 The analy-
sis was based on the notion of VEI described above, but, since
VE calculated with a clinical endpoint was known for all trials,
the protective antibody threshold was directly determined from
the reverse cumulative distribution curves42 of the antibody con-
centrations of the vaccinated group and the control group.41

Analysis of CoP After Natural RV Infection
or Vaccination

Correlates of protection after RV natural and experimental
infection

Aside from studies in animal models, much has been learned
of the mechanisms of protection against RV in humans with
experiments in which adult volunteers are experimentally chal-
lenged with RV, or by studying children with natural infections.
Evidence from these studies are briefly reviewed in what follows:

Serotype specific neutralizing antibodies
Classically, RV specific neutralizing antibodies (RV-NA) are

directed against the outer viral proteins, VP4 and VP7, which are
involved in viral attachment and entry to cells. Two types of RV-
NA have been described: homotypic (blocking only one RV sero-
type) or heterotypic (blocking 2 or more RV serotypes).6,43,44

Studies evaluating associations between serum RV-serotype spe-
cific antibodies and protection are summarized in Table 1.

RV-NA detected in intestine: It is generally accepted that NA
against the infecting strain present in the intestine provides pro-
tection.6,43–45 Thus, if measurement of intestinal RV-NA were
used as an endpoint in VE trials, it would probably be considered
a true mechanistic CoP. However, in studies with adults experi-
mentally challenged with homologous human RV, the relation-
ship of pre-existing NA in intestinal fluid with protection was
observed in one study (using a stepwise logistic regression, p D
0.01)46 but not in another (using a 2-tailed Fisher exact test, p D
0.49, cut off 1:100).47 Most authors agree that this lack of defini-
tive experimental evidence is mainly due to unsolved technical
issues of the assay. The evaluation of NA in intestinal fluid is not
practical for clinical studies,48 and measurement of stool RV-NA
also presents practical and technical problems (see below).

RV-NA detected in serum: A significant relationship between
pre-existing serum homotypic RV-NA and protection against

RV GE was found in adults experimentally challenged with
homologous human RV47 (Table 1). Neutralizing VP7 epitopes
that correlated with protection were identified in this study.49

Furthermore, it was recently shown that titers of IgG antibody to
homotypic VP7 and VP4 (that may reflect NA) were highly cor-
related with the probability of resistance to RV infection (mostly
symptomatic infection).50 In contrast, the association between
serum homotypic or heterotypic NA was not detected in another
study of adults experimentally infected with a different RV.46 A
relationship between serum RV-NA and protection against natu-
ral infection has been observed in children attending an orphan-
age51 or a daycare center,52 and in a case-control study in rural
Bangladesh.53 Nonetheless, this relationship has not been
observed in another community study.54

Total non-neutralizing RV-specific antibodies (IgA, IgG)
Intestinal and stool RV-IgA: Since measurement of intestinal

RV-NA is impractical, other types of samples and antibodies
have been examined to detect an immune response after natural
infection.48 An association between duodenal and fecal RV-IgA
titers after natural RV infection in children was found.48 Stool
RV-IgA had a sensitivity of 73% and 92% predictive accuracy
for duodenal RV-IgA levels, 4 months after RV infection.48

Another study showed that RV-IgA copro-conversion had a sen-
sitivity of 92% and a predictive accuracy of 92%, for estimating
RV reinfections,55 and was proposed as a potential CoP after
vaccination.

However, few published studies have assessed stool RV-IgA as a
CoP (Table 2). In adults experimentally infected with RV, no cor-
relation was observed between stool RV-IgA (or jejunal RV-IgA)
and protection against RV GE or infection.46 In contrast, in a day-
care center study, higher stool RV-IgA antibody titers were associ-
ated with protection against infection (�1:80) and illness
(�1:20).56 Nonetheless, there were significant numbers of children
with elevated pre-infection stool RV-IgA titers that became
infected. In an Australian cohort study, frequent RV infection of
children appears to stimulate production of sustained levels of fecal
IgA (plateau levels) and lower ratio of symptomatic to total number
of RV reinfections; however, the fecal RV-IgA was not long lasting
in a subset of children, with a duration of a few weeks.57

Serum RV-IgA: Serum RV-IgA was elevated in 93% of children
and showed 100% sensitivity and 79% predictive accuracy for
duodenal RV-IgA levels 4 months after natural RV infection.48

For children attending a daycare center in Texas, total serum RV-
IgA titers of >1:200 were associated with protection against infec-
tion52 (Table 3). Probably the best available evidence for serum
RV-IgA as CoP after natural infection comes from a study with a
cohort of 200 Mexican children that were followed from birth
until 2 y of age. Children with a serum RV-IgA titer >1:800 had
a lower risk of RV infection (adjusted relative risk [aRR], 0.21; P
< 0.001) and diarrhea (aRR, 0.16; P D 0.01) and were
completely protected against moderate-to-severe RV GE.58,59

Serum RV-IgG: Serum RV-IgG was elevated in 100% of chil-
dren and showed 100% sensitivity and 79% predictive accuracy
in relation to elevated duodenal RV-IgA levels 4 months after
natural RV infection.48 In adults experimentally infected with
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RV serum RV-IgG was associated with protection from infec-
tion46 (Table 3). Mexican children with an IgG titer of >1:6400
were protected against RV infection (aRR, 0.51; P < 0.001), but
not against RV GE.58,59 For children attending daycare centers
in Texas a RV-IgG titer of >1:800 was associated with protec-
tion against both infection and illness.52 Finally, in the case-
control study in rural Bangladesh, an association between RV-
IgG titers of 100–199 U/ml and protection against GE was also
observed.60

In conclusion, total serum RV IgA, serum homotypic and het-
erotypic NA, and maybe to a lesser degree serum RV-IgG, have
been correlated with protection induced by natural infection in
children.4

Correlates of protection after vaccination

Technical aspects of the immunological assays used
The measurement of IgA responses to the precursor strain of

RV1 (89-12), and to RV5 and the RV5 precursor reassortants
(RV5-precursor) vaccines have been performed in the laboratory
of Drs. Ward and McNeal in Cincinnati (Table 4). The
responses against RV1 were performed by GSK using a protocol
derived from the one used for 89-12 (Table 4). Thus, these assays
are very similar and the results should in principle be comparable.
For a typical experiment, ELISA plates are sequentially treated
with: 1) rabbit anti-RV IgG; 2) lysate of virus-infected cells

(WC3,61 89-12,62 and presumably the RIX4414 virus lysates for
the RV5, 89-12, and RV1 vaccines, respectively) or the lysate of
mock-infected cells used as a negative control; 3) a human serum
pool (used as a RV-IgA standard) or test serum samples (starting
with a dilution of 1:20) are added to both wells with or without
virus; 4) Biotinylated rabbit anti-human IgA and finally Peroxi-
dase Conjugated Avidin/Biotin and a colorimetric developing
reagent.

The number of RV-IgA units in a test sample is calculated
from the standard curve by interpolation. COs and criteria for
interpretation of the test have varied between the different studies
(Table 4). In the early 89-12 studies: “20 units/mL IgA was cho-
sen as the cut-off point because it is well above the assay limit of
detection (5 times) and it has been previously used as evidence of
a natural RV infection.”.63 Although in the early RV5-precursor
studies, 10 units/ml was chosen as a CO, this seems to have been
abandoned in the later studies in which increments between pre-
immune samples and samples taken after the last vaccine dose are
reported as “seroresponse” rates and not seroconversion rates
(Table 4).

A seroresponse is defined by a �3 fold rise in RV-IgA units
between the pre-immune and the sample taken after the last vac-
cine dose (Table 4). For the RV1 studies, in which pre-immune
samples were not available, results are reported as seropositivity
rates and, when pre-immune samples are available, as seroconver-
sion rates (Table 4). Seroconversion is defined as the appearance

Table 1. Studies evaluating associations between serum RV-serotype specific antibodies and protection

Setting n Clinical endpoint Type of assay for NA Titer Stat Test P= Ref

Adults challenged with human RV 16–18 GE NA against homotypic RV �1:100 FETa 0.044 47

EBAb VP7 epitopes Homotypic (G1)
Heterotypic (G3)

�1:20 FET 0.0007, 0.02 49

Infection (and GE) ICAc IgG to homotypic VP7 (G1) 1:6,607 d LRAe
<0.008 50

ICA IgG to homotypic VP4 P1A[8] 1:3,716 d LRA 0.009 50

Adults challenged with human RV 38 GE and infection NA against homotypic
and heterotypic RV

ND f LRA NS g 46

Orphanage 44 GE NA against homotypic RV �1:128 None 51

Daycare center 60 Infection EBA homotypic VP7 epitopes � 44% blocking level X2 <0.001 52

Case-control study in Bangladesh � 79 GE NA against heterotypic RV ND LRA <0.05 53

a FET: Fischer exact test.
b EBA: Epitope blocking assay that measures response to specific neutralizing epitopes.
c ICA: immunocytochemical assay.
d Titer that predicted 75% probability of resistance to RV infection.
e LRA: Logistic regression analysis.
f ND: not determined.
g NS: Non significant.

Table 2. Studies evaluating associations between stool RV-IgA and protection

Setting n Clinical endpoints Titer Statistics P= Ref

Adults challenged with human RV 38 Infection and GE ND Stepwise logistic regression NS a 46

Daycare center 100 Infection �1:80 X2b 0.026 56

GE �1:20 X2b 0.015 56

a NS: Non significant.
b Chi Squared.
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of antibodies (�20 units) in the sera of subjects seronegative
(<20 units) before vaccination. As expected, in trials in which
both seropositivity and seroconversion rates have been evaluated
the latter are higher than the former64 (RV1 trial in Africa;
Table 4). Finally, another variable that has differed between stud-
ies is the time after the last vaccine dose at which the serum sam-
ple is taken to measure RV-IgA. This has varied from 4–8 weeks
in the RV1 studies compared to 2–4 weeks in the RV5 studies
(Table 4).

The measurement of serum RV-NA for the 89-12 and RV5
vaccines were performed in Cincinnati by an antigen-reduction
assay.65 Seroconversion rates in RV-NA for both 89-1266 and
RV567 have been, in general, lower than for RV-IgA and the pro-
tection induced by the vaccines. Similar to RV-IgA, interpreta-
tion criteria between the 89-12 and RV5 studies also exist for
RV-NA: for the 89-12 studies seroconversion in RV-NA was
defined by a �4 fold increase, while in the RV5 studies a �3 fold
increase has been the standard.67 Pre-existing serum RV-NA in
the infants, presumably of maternal origin, may hinder the

measurement of those induced by the vaccine: In some cases,
serum RV-NA is higher in the pre-immune sample than in sam-
ples taken after the last dose of the vaccine, probably reflecting
maternal antibody.67

Assessment of serum RV-NA after vaccination
Rhesus RV-Tetravalent vaccine (RRV-TV): In a clinical trial

with low doses (4 £ 105 pfu) of RRV-TV vaccine, logistic regres-
sion analyses were performed to identify associations between
serotype-specific NA titers and protection against RV GE.68 A
significant (P D 0.03) association was found between post–dose
3 anti-Wa (serotype G1) titers and protection against serotype
G1 illnesses. There was also an association between anti-RRV
NA (P < 0.001) and protection against serotype G3 illnesses.
However, such association was not observed with antibodies
against another non-vaccine G3 RV strain. Moreover, for the
antibodies that correlated with protection, no specific titers could
be associated with protection against serotype G1 or G3
illnesses.68

Table 4. RV-IgA seroconversion/seropositivity/seroresponse rates in selected RV vaccine trials

Vaccine/ Ref Site OPV

IgA Seroconversion
(C) Seroresponse (R)
Seropositivity (P)

in vaccinees % (95% CI)
Cut
Off

Time after
last vaccine dose

Baseline and
rise criteria

89-1262 USA NRa 95 (C) >4U 20–27 days �4 Fold rise in 20 PUVb

89-1263 USA No 91.6 (P) �20 U 21–35 days �20 U in 107 Vc (no PId sample)
RV1102 Latin America Yes 61.4 (53.7 to 68.6) (P) �20 U 1 to 2 months �20 U in 300 V (no PI sample)
RV1{103 Europe No 86.5 (83.9 to 88.8) (C) �20 U 1 to 2 months �20 U in 787 PUV
RV1{104,105 Latin America No 76.8 (72.4 to 80.9) (C) �20 U 1 to 2 months �20 U in 393 PUV
RV1{64 Africa Yes 53.8 (43.8 to 63.5) (C) �20U 2 months �20 U in 106 PUV (2 vaccine doses)

65.2 (62.4 to 67.9) (P) �20 U 2 months �20 U in 1160 V (no PI sample, 2 vaccine doses)
PRV561 USA NR 94.6 (C) �10 U 2–4 weeks 3 Fold rise in 37 PUV
RV572 Finland, USA No 95.2 (91.2 to 97.8) (C) NR 14 days 3 Fold rise in 189 V (not established if PUV)
RV567,71 Africa Yes 78.3 (71.7 to 84.0) (R) NR 14–21 days 3 Fold rise in 148V
RV5101 Asia Yes 87.8 (80.9 to 92.9) (R) NR 9- 33 days 3 Fold rise in 115V

aNR: not reported.
bPUV: Previously uninfected vaccinees as determined by the presence of RV-IgA.
cV: vaccinees.
dPI: preimmune.
{GlaxoSmithKline, Clinical study registers available at: http://www.gsk-clinicalstudyregister.com/ Accessed 9 January 2012.

Table 3. Studies in which serum RV-IgA and RV-IgG have been associated with protection

Setting n Clinical endpoint IgA Titer IgG Titer Statistics P= Ref

Adults challenged with human RV 38 Infection NDa Stepwise logistic regression 0.005 46

Case-control study Bangladesh 179 each GEb 100–199 U/ml X2 ORc 0.25 <0.05 60

Daycare centerd 63 Infection >1:200 X2 with Yates’s correction 0.001 52

>1:800 X2 with Yates’s correction <0.001 52

Mexican cohort 200 Infection > 1:800 GEEe aRR, 0.21 <0.001 58

GE > 1:800 GEE aRR, 0.16 0.01 58

Infection >1:6400 GEE aRR, 0.51 <0.001 58

a ND: not determined.
b Analyses were performed in children �8 months of age with negligible titers of circulating maternal antibodies.
c Odds ratio.
d Analysis adjusted for age: Mantel-Haenszel X2 P D 0.07 for IgA; X2 P D 0.04 for IgG.
e Generalized estimating equation (GEE) models reporting adjusted relative risks (aRR).
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RV5 and its precursors: In an early trial of the WC3 vaccine,
vaccinees that developed WC3 NA titers of �1:160 (P <

0.03, odds ratio 0.24, CI 0.06–0.85) or �1:200 (P < 0.004)
developed less RV GE (Fisher’s exact test or x2 analysis).69

However, overall effectiveness of the WC3 vaccine was not
demonstrated in this trial. In contrast, in clinical trials in
which WC3 was protective, an immune correlate of protection
was not identified.70 Moreover, correlations with protection
were also not found in early studies with various WC3/HRV
reassortants.70 In at least 3 very large studies with RV5 in dif-
ferent settings the rates of serum RV-NA and protection have
been determined simultaneously; in most cases protection
against disease has exceeded the seroresponse rate.67,71-73 No
statistical analysis of serum RV-NA as a CoP in these studies
has been presented.

RV1 and its precursors: Only 35% of children who received a
highly protective dose of the 89-12 human attenuated RV vac-
cine developed serum RV-NA to the vaccine virus, suggesting
that these antibodies are not good CoP for this vaccine.62 More-
over, the poor capacity of children to develop serum RV-NA was
associated with the presence of maternal antibodies, and age at
immunization. Children vaccinated at 4 or 6 months of age
showed higher RV-NA seroconversion rates (75–79%), but are,
nonetheless, lower than RV-IgA seroconversion rates and the
protective efficacy of the vaccine.66

In conclusion, evidence for the usefulness of measurement of
serum RV-NA as a surrogate endpoint for RV VE, in an impor-
tant number of trials, is weak. The masking of vaccine induced
serum RV-NA by maternal antibodies may in part explain this
finding.

Assessment of total RV-IgA after vaccination
Stool RV-IgA: Stool RV-IgA responses were examined after

vaccination with the RV5-precursor, but statistical analysis for
this marker as a CoP has not been presented.45,74 Moreover,
there seems to be an agreement that measurement of stool RV-
IgA is technically difficult, and the presence of maternal milk
RV-IgA may mask the detection of vaccine induced RV-IgA.75 It
seems doubtful that stool RV antibodies can be used as surrogate
endpoint for RV vaccines.

Serum RV-IgA: When RV-IgA and RV-IgG have been directly
compared to evaluate vaccine immunogenicity, RV-IgA seems to
have been the most sensitive,76 and RV-IgA has been routinely
measured during RV vaccine trials. These responses have been

successfully used as markers for vaccine “take." However, few
studies have tried to associate RV-IgA with protection after vacci-
nation (Table 5). These studies, reviews, and recent meta-analysis
are considered below.

� RRV-TV vaccine: Seroconversions for RV-IgA in RRV-TV
vaccinees were significantly associated with protection from
infection, but not GE (Table 5), in a trial with low doses of
vaccine.68 Significant associations with protection against GE
were found for post–dose 3 titers of RV-IgA in vaccinees, how-
ever, no specific titer could be identified as a marker of protec-
tion for RRV-TV vaccine. No correlate of immunity against
RV infection or disease was identifiable based on seroconver-
sion to any of the antibodies measured in children vaccinated
with low dose of RRV-TV (4 £ 104 pfu)77 or against disease
with titers detected at the beginning of the GE (4 £ 105

pfu) 78 using Fisher exact tests.
� RV5 and its precursors: Serum RV-IgA has been measured in
reported RV5 trials, but its association with protection has not
been formally addressed. In these studies the rates of RV-IgA
seroresponse exceed, in several cases, the rates of protection
against severe RV GE3,4 (see Fig. 1 and the discussion below).

� RV1 and its precursors: An association between serum RV-IgA
and protection in children vaccinated with low doses of RV1
was suggested in a study in Finland79 (Table 5). An early anal-
ysis of several RV1 studies concluded: “Serum RV IgA
responses in Rotarix� vaccinees have directly reflected the effi-
cacies of this vaccine. Vaccinees that did not develop RV IgA
(non-responders) were about 10 times more likely to experi-
ence a subsequent RV illness during the first season than
responders.”45 A more recent analysis utilized 2 models to
evaluate the role of serum RV IgA.25 In the first model, indi-
vidual subject data from a large, Phase III, RV1 efficacy study
in Malawi (involving 1,773 infants) and South Africa (involv-
ing 3,166 infants) was used for logistic regression analysis to
assess the relationship between protection against RV and
post-vaccination anti-RV IgA antibody. A RV-IgA titer equal
or higher than 20 U/mL was associated with protection against
RV GE. Nonetheless, vaccinees without RV-IgA response (less
than 20 U/ml) had significantly less severe RV GE (or any RV
GE) than placebo recipients, suggesting that the vaccine pro-
tects through mechanisms that are not fully captured by the
RV-IgA assay. In the second model, a meta-analysis of differ-
ent populations from 8 RV1 efficacy studies in Europe, Asia
and South America using linear regression found a correlation

Table 5. Studies evaluating associations between serum RV-IgA and protection in vaccinated children

Vaccine n Clinical endpoint IgA Statistics P= Ref

RRV-TV 4 £ 105 pfu 193 vac 205 plac Infection Seroconversion (4-fold- increase) Fisher exact test 0.01 68

GE Seroconversion (4-fold increase) Fisher exact test NSa 0.06 68

GE Post-dose 3 titers Fisher exact test? 0.01 68

RV1 104.7ffu 405 GE Seroconversionb Fisher exact testc 0.01 79

a NS: Nonsignificant.
b Percentages of infants with RV IgA antibody concentration of �20 units/ml in infants initially seronegative for RV IgA antibody before vaccination.
c Fisher exact test calculated by us with results from Table 3 from the original paper.
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between RV-IgA VEI rates and VE. The authors concluded
that while IgA is a potentially valuable epidemiological tool at
the population level, it cannot be used to predict individual
protection.

� Factors affecting both RV5 and RV1 vaccines: Differences in
RV-IgA responses can vary not only because of technical and
interpretation criteria of the ELISA, but also because of charac-
teristics of the settings where the vaccine trials take place
(Table 4). As for other oral vaccines, RV vaccines have consis-
tently been less efficient in low-income countries. Several

factors can modify the accuracy of a
CoP in these countries: a) the chal-
lenge dose, which can be higher in
some low-income countries, could
influence the quality and quantity of
a CoP.12 b) Presence of maternal
antibodies in serum of young chil-
dren also modulates the immune
response to the vaccines.80 Analyses
of covariance indicated that higher
pre-vaccination serum RV-NA titers
of maternal origin negatively affected
post-vaccination titers of RV-NA
titers to the RRV-TV vaccine.68 Also,
a consistent inverse relationship
between transplacental RV-NA to
RV1 and RV-IgA titers following
immunization has been found in
countries representing all socioeco-
nomic levels.45 c) In low-income
countries and some middle-income
countries RV vaccines have been
administrated simultaneously with
OPV (Table 4). In these studies, con-
sistently lower levels of serum RV-
IgA have been observed.81 These
results suggest that OPV impacts
RV-IgA as CoP for RV1. Patel
et al.24 conducted a systematic review
of the immunogenicity and VE stud-
ies of RV5 and RV1 and stratified
the data into low-, medium- and
high-mortality countries for children
under 5 (based on WHO standards).
RV-IgA titers correlated inveresly
with under-5 mortality for both RV1
and RV5. This result suggests that
the titers (“units”) of RV-IgA calcu-
lated for both types of vaccine studies
are comparable and higher in coun-
tries where the vaccines work best.
However, the relationship between
RV-IgA and protection seems to be
somewhat different for the 2 vaccines
(Fig. 1).

For RV1 the VEI and seroconversion
rates are in general lower than the VE against severe RVGE. In
contrast, for RV5 the VEI and seroresponse rates are for some tri-
als higher and for others lower than the VE against severe RVGE.
For RV1 the RV-IgA geometric mean titers (GMT) seem to pro-
gressively decrease with VE (Fig. 1). In contrast, for RV5 this
trend is less marked and follows the seroresponse rate (Fig. 1).
These dissimilarities could be explained by technical or interpre-
tation differences of the RV-IgA ELISAs previously mentioned.
An alternative explanation for cases in which RV-IgA

Figure 1. Selected RV1 (top panel) and RV5 (bottom panel) trials are presented from left to right in
order of decreasing VE against severe GE (SGE). For each trial the VE against SGE, seroconversion rate
(RV1 trials) or seroresponse rate (RV5 trials), VEI and RV-IgA log GMT (the latter adjusted with a con-
stant for scaling) are plotted. VEI was calculated based on seroconversion rates for RV1 and serores-
ponse rates for RV5 of vaccinees and placebo recipients. For RV1 the data was obtained from the GSK,
Clinical study registers available at: http://www.gsk-clinicalstudyregister.com/ Accessed January 9
2012. The corresponding location and GSK Trial numbers are: 1: Asia 028–030, 2: Europe 036, 3: Japan
056, 4: Finland 004, 5: Latin America 006, 6: Latin America 023, 7: Latin America 024, 8: 037 in South
Africa, 9: 037 in Malawi. For RV5 the trial references are: 1: Finland and US,98,99 2: Finland,99,100 3: Fin-
land and US,72 4: Kenya,67,71 5: Vietnam,101 Ghana,67,71 6: Bangladesh.101
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seroresponse rates exceed VE against severe GE is that RV5 may
be inducing serum RV-IgA without intestinal RV-IgA.73,82 This
occurs in animals infected with some heterologous RV, for which
the viral dose that induces antigenemia is lower than the dose
that induces intestinal infection.73,82 Notably, the relationship
between VE and VEI is specially discordant in trials in develop-
ing countries where VE and RV-IgA GMTs are in general lower
and seroconversion rates in placebo recipients are higher than in
developed countries (Fig. 1). This suggests that the low levels of
RV-IgA detected in these countries are especially not protective
in the placebo recipients. Maybe in these settings a threshold titer
of RV-IgA is necessary to provide protection and seroconversions
do not reflect the acquisition of this titer.

New Immune Markers as Candidate CoP for RV
Vaccines

Further research should be encouraged to investigate new CoP
for RV vaccines. According to EMA83: “When it is expected that
cell-mediated immunity constitutes an important or even essential
component of the overall immune response to an antigen, clinical
studies to evaluate some type of cell-mediated immune correlates
are encouraged." However, despite the important technological
progress made in the past years in this field, measurement of B-
and T-cell responses still faces many difficulties: standardization
of cell preparation, timing of blood draw, cells conservation,
reproducibility and inter-laboratory comparability, available vol-
umes of blood in the pediatric population, and assay costs.84

The similar protection rates of RV1 and RV5 in countries
where RV strains with high diversity of serotypes circulate suggest
that immunity to RV is mostly heterotypic.73 Thus, the serotype
specificity of the antibody response is probably a minor aspect of
an ideal CoP. Efforts to identify better CoP should probably con-
sider heterotypic markers that reflect intestinal immune
responses; are capable of persisting in time; and whose measure-
ment is not obstructed by maternal antibodies (serum IgG, serum
NA, and milk stool antibodies).

There are 4 potential candidates for consideration:

RV- Secretory Ig (RV-SIg)
Polymeric antibodies (IgA or IgM) that have been secreted to

the intestinal lumen can, by an unknown mechanism, be retro-
transcytosed and reach the blood.4 They can be detected in serum
by the presence of the secretory component, a part of the poly-
meric Ig receptor that is covalently attached to the Ig during the
process of its secretion. One week after acute RV infection of
children, RV-SIg was shown to be detectable in serum and to cor-
relate with the amounts present in their duodenal fluid.85 Four
months after viral infection RV-IgA persisted but RV-SIg had
disappeared from the children’s serum.86 In a small trial of a pre-
cursor to RV1 in which only seropositivity and not seroconver-
sion was evaluated, we have shown that, like RV-IgA, these
antibodies may correlate with protection when vaccines and pla-
cebo recipients are analyzed together.23 A drawback of measuring
RV-SIg is that an important part seems to be composed of IgM,

and it is uncertain if their presence can be a good marker of long
term persisting immunity. Nevertheless, studies are underway to
optimize the measurement of RV-SIg.

RV-specific antibody secreting cells (ASC) and memory B
cells

In both animals and human studies, it has been shown that
blood circulating, intestinally-induced ASC can reflect the intes-
tinal antibody response.4 The measurement of human RV-ASC
is challenging because of the small window (5–7 d) in which they
can be measured and because in children most of them secrete
IgM.4 Because it is not clear if RV-ASC can predict long-term
persistence of immunity, efforts have concentrated on the study
of RV-memory B cells (mBc). During an acute RV infection in
children, circulating IgD- RV-mBc express intestinal-homing
receptors (a4b7C, CCR9C), and thus probably reflect mucosal
immunity.87 In a trial of the attenuated human RV1 vaccine pre-
cursor, when vaccines and placebo recipients were analyzed
jointly, a very weak correlation was found between a4b7C,
CCR9C IgD- circulating RV-mBc and protection.75 Studies are
underway to better understand and quantify RV-mBc.

RV- specific T cells
In animal models, it has been shown that most RV-IgA is

dependent on CD4 T cells.88 Moreover, the development of RV-
NA induced by vaccination both in animals3 and in children66 is
dependent on the age of the individuals, that in its turn is corre-
lated with the appearance of virus specific T cells.3 Similar to
RV-mBc, in healthy adults RV-T cells express intestinal migra-
tion markers, suggesting that they may be reflecting intestinal
RV-T cells.89 Most children with natural infection have unde-
tectable or very low levels of RV-T cells measured by their capac-
ity to secrete interferon gamma upon stimulation with antigen in
vitro.90 Recent development of class II cell tetramers with RV-
specific epitopes allowed detection of circulating RV-CD4 T cells
that express intestinal homing receptors in healthy adults, and in
children vaccinated with RIX4414.91 Further studies are neces-
sary to explore their usefulness as correlate of protection.

Antibodies against other potentially protective heterotypic
targets

A strategy to measure heterotypic antibodies to potentially
protective antigens such as VP4 and VP7 in serum, that are not
subject to the confounding effect of maternal IgG, is the mea-
surement of IgA specific for either RV VP7 or VP4 proteins
expressed in a system that conserves the neutralizing epitopes.50

Using this type of assay, predominantly homotypic IgG and IgA
antibodies to both VP4 and VP7 have correlated with protection
in adult challenge studies (Table 1).

In addition, antibodies against NSP4 (the viral enterotoxin)
have also correlated with protection in the adult challenge studies
and could also be a candidate CoP.50 A preliminary study has
been performed in children to evaluate the response of vaccinees
to different RV antigens in this system.92 Measurement of anti-
bodies specific for recombinant RV proteins with the DELFIA
technology is also a promising approach in this perspective.93
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Finally, taking into account several recent papers94 95,96 that
have shown RV-specific recognition of neutral oligosaccharides
of the histo-blood group family, and antibodies that block bind-
ing of noroviruses to these receptors correlate with protection,97

it is important to determine if this is the case for RV.

Conclusions and Perspectives

The successful identification of CoP useful as a surrogate end-
point for VE studies depends on our understanding of the mech-
anism of protective immune response against natural RV
infection. It is generally accepted that RV-NA against the infect-
ing strain present in the intestine provides protection.6,43-45 In
spite of this, protection following natural infection may not be
solely correlated with the presence of type-specific RV-NA.
Although quantitation of these antibodies in vaccinated individu-
als would probably be the best (mechanistic) CoP, it is impracti-
cal. Even though the presence of RV-specific IgA in stools
(coproantibodies) would seem to be a way to measure these anti-
bodies, technical issues and interference by maternal antibodies
hamper the measurement of RV-NA or RV-IgA in stool samples.

Other than intestinal NA, current candidates for RV CoP are
most probably non-mechanistic. Of these, the best candidate for
a practically useful CoP is serum RV-IgA, since:

1. It reflects duodenal RV-IgA levels 4 months after RV natural
infection.48

2. It correlates with protection after natural infections in
children.58

3. It follows Prentice’s first condition for a CoP as it correlates
with the true clinical endpoint.25 It is, however, a relative
CoP since the presence of RV-IgA does not always provide
protection.12

4. Using meta-analysis it seems to correlate with protection in
different vaccine settings for RV125, and for both RV1 and
RV5 titers of RV-IgA seem to correlate with VE in different
settings.24

The main drawbacks for the usefulness of RV-IgA as an
immunological endpoint are:

1. It fails to fulfill Prentice’s second condition for a surrogate
endpoint, as it does not “fully capture the treatment’s ”net
effect “on the true clinical endpoint.” Its presence is
“reasonably likely to predict clinical benefit” most probably
classifying it as level 3 endpoint surrogate of protection.8

2. It seems to be a non-mechanistic CoP, hence, any vaccine
change affecting this biomarker may or may not affect the
clinical endpoint.

3. It does not seem to allow predicting individual protection and
a dose effect (likelihood of not having a RV associated-GE
with each 1 log increase in RV-IgA titer) has not been pre-
sented.25 Moreover, vaccinees without (less than 20 U/ml)
serum RV-IgA have significantly less RV GE than placebo

recipients,25 suggesting that factors other than serum RV-IgA
play a role in protection.

Important challenges for the use of serum RV-IgA as a surro-
gate endpoint for RV vaccines are:

1. To use new approaches for the development of simpler and
more reproducible assays to detect serum RV-IgA. This would
ideally include standardization of the ELISA and of important
key reagents, like the standard serum RV-IgA, for regulatory
purposes.

2. To use other, or develop new, statistical methods to analyze all
the information already collected in past RV VE trials.

A strategy to advance RV-IgA from a level 3 endpoint (a non-
validated surrogate endpoint) toward a level 2 endpoint (a vali-
dated surrogate endpoint)8 could be implemented, based on the
experience in the US for registration of new seasonal influenza
vaccines, for pneumococcal conjugate vaccine, described above,
and, following EMA’s recommendations. In this context, evalua-
tion of VE for new RV vacciness could be performed with a clini-
cal endpoint (with delayed OPV), assessing serum RV-IgA with a
standardize protocol and testing in parallel RV1 as a “control
vaccine,” because usefulness of serum RV-IgA has been better
established for this vaccine. If the correlation between RV-IgA
and protection induced by new RV vaccines is similar to the one
observed for RV1, serum RV-IgA could be considered a practical
“validated” surrogate endpoint.

Our knowledge of the mechanisms of protection against RV
in children seems incomplete and basic studies in this field
would help identify other CoP. For the short term, serum RV-
SIg seems like a good candidate, because it may give us an indi-
rect measure of the immune response generated in the intes-
tine.23 For the long term, circulating RV-mBc may prove to be
a useful CoP, because they can reflect intestinal responses and
provide a measure of the persistence of the response. Our poor
understanding of the innate B cell response is an obstacle to this
development.

Given the high burden of RV disease in developing countries
and the rapid expansion in the number of countries introducing
RV vaccines, the clinical development of new RV vaccine candi-
dates using the classic Phase III efficacy approach will become
more onerous and difficult to accomplish. Finding a RV CoP or
surrogate marker(s) for clinical evaluation and the regulatory
approval of the next generation of RV vaccines is now imperative,
and requires interaction between the scientific and regulatory
communities.
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